
Links mentioned in the Webinar (Thursday 1st June)

Sign up page for ChatGPT plus ($20 monthly)
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt-plus
Benefits include using ChatGPT - 4 and all the plugins etc. shown on the webinar

Other tools that we see promoted on JVZoo and W+, that claim to be 'better than ChatGPT, but in 
reality just add a pre-prompt, and then Use chatGPT Via an API Key
DO COST!
You do start with a free credit.. but then can check your usage by login in here:
https://platform.openai.com/account/usage

Once you have a ChatGPT account, access it here.
https://chat.openai.com/

Then start a new topic, and choose ChatGPT4 to then see the option of adding up to 3 plugin each 
topic.

Other links mentioned.
Google's Own AI, constantly improving. (Although still not anyone preferred choice)
https://bard.google.com/

Microsoft Bing AI.
We briefly looked at their new AI image maker.
Available by signing in to Microsoft:
https://open.ai/images
to then get to:
https://www.bing.com/create

Do watch out for Lewis course on Bing due soon

For AI video creation from a script.
Pictory is pretty amazing, but does cost.
Although there is a watermarked free trail.
https://randolfsmith.com/Pictory
coupon ran36

Another site that costs, but is around the best for AI voices:
https://beta.elevenlabs.io/
(Mind the small print, any free usage does NOT have commercial rights)

Other paid products, that use API that Randy uses:

GPT Dash (+1st OTO)
https://randolfsmith.com/GPTDash

And the new addition to add on to GPTDash:
AI Children's Book Maker (+1st OTO)
https://randolfsmith.com/AIKidsBookMaker

A similar program - not shown, and not used as often.
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https://randolfsmith.com/AIcfly

A cheaper voice and video creator, used by Randy, but not as great as Pictory
https://randolfsmith.com/GPTVoicer

A FREE AI for those wanting a play without investing until they know whether they like it.
AND
Had Lots of Staff like a heavily promoted launch from this week.

Free sign up at:
https://www.forefront.ai/
Then use here, and also does single images with the prompt 
#imagine: then your description.
https://chat.forefront.ai/

And 3 sites to keep up with all the new AI resources launching DAILY!

https://theresanaiforthat.com/
https://www.futurepedia.io/
https://aivalley.ai/

Any other questions - pop a ticket in for Randy.
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